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OUR SHARED COMMITMENT GROWS EVER STRONGER
Two years ago, we launched a new vision for the Northwest: to become the first region in the nation to power itself with 100% clean energy. We are excited by that north star, and we’re not alone—we’ve seen a wave of enthusiasm across Washington and Oregon for turning the vision into reality.

The past 18 months on this journey have resulted in historic victories as well as jarring reminders of the intense obstacles facing us.

We have made a lot of progress. In Washington, this year’s legislature led the country in climate action, passing a suite of transformative climate bills including a commitment to a 100% clean electricity transition and progress toward cleaner and more efficient buildings. In Oregon, Climate Solutions worked with TriMet, Oregon’s largest transit agency, to commit to transition to 100% diesel-free buses by 2040; plans include buying 80 electric buses in the next 5 years and prioritizing routes through low-income neighborhoods. These bold steps show that we are moving our region substantially towards a future powered by 100% clean energy. And these are just two of our many recent and ongoing campaigns.

We have also worked to deepen a core commitment: foregrounding equity values in every facet of our work. It is clear that the impacts of the climate crisis, pollution from fossil fuels, and at times the costs of proposed solutions fall disproportionately on communities of color, low income folks, and frontline communities—both in our region and across the world. This has changed the way that we build coalitions, develop policies, and communicate. Our commitment to equity is an ongoing practice and priority, not an achievement, and one we look forward to continuing.

We have also encountered stark reminders that intense obstacles still stand in our way. In 2018, the oil industry spent over $31 million to defeat Washington’s I-1631, a comprehensive ballot measure drafted by leading climate, social justice, labor, and local organizations. In Oregon’s legislature this year, heroic efforts by many to pass the sweeping Clean Energy Jobs Act were blocked by a combination of cynical, undemocratic shenanigans on one side of the aisle, and, ultimately, a failure of climate leadership on the other.

All told, what stands out is our resiliency to keep going despite hard setbacks; the progress we have made shows that this has been an incredibly successful 18 months. Our region is moving with determination along the road to 100% clean energy, but much work remains to overcome the obstacles to progress. Thank you for all that you have done to support the work of our organization, and for everything that you are doing to move climate solutions forward.

Gregg Small
Executive Director
20 years of Climate Solutions

We marked our 20th Anniversary in 2018 with a series of celebratory events, at which we looked back over two decades of energetic climate and clean energy advocacy, outreach, and partnerships. Our 2018 annual reception in Olympia was very much a family reunion with former staff and board members as we recognized our founders Rhys Roth and Paul Horton with the Sam Garst Climate Champion Award.

We were thrilled to have two special speakers at our major signature events. At our annual breakfast in Seattle, former EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy presented a fierce and timely message of resistance and hope for the future. Our annual dinner in Portland featured renewable energy visionary Hal Harvey, CEO of Energy Innovation. He inspired our audience so much that he received a standing ovation for promoting the clean energy potential of... building codes!

As we moved into 2019 looking back over two decades of energetic climate advocacy, we also set our sights on future challenges. Accordingly, we presented our 2019 Climate Champion award to Olympia-based clean energy advocate Mason Rolph, who volunteered tirelessly on behalf of the campaign for Washington State Initiative 1631.
Clean transportation

Climate Solutions engaged with local agencies in Oregon and Washington to promote transit electrification as a way to reduce emissions. Because transportation makes up nearly 40% of Oregon’s climate emissions, and the transit agency TriMet is Oregon’s largest purchaser of diesel fuel, TriMet’s move toward zero emission electric buses is a significant step for cleaner air, better health, and reduced climate pollution. We worked with TriMet to secure a commitment to transition to 100% diesel-free buses by 2040. Under the 2018 TriMet Non-Diesel Plan, the agency will buy 80 electric buses in the first 5 years and prioritize routes through low-income neighborhoods that bear disproportionate burdens of air pollution.

Climate Solutions worked with King County Metro, the King County Council, the WA Department of Transportation, and the Executive Office to promote electrifying the county’s bus fleet. King County now plans to purchase 120 electric buses and phase out all fossil fuel vehicle purchases. It’s the largest such commitment in the United States, and serves as a model of practical zero-emissions transportation for other jurisdictions in the Northwest.

During the 2019 Washington legislative session, Climate Solutions helped pass a broad green transportation package that included incentives for electric vehicles and buses and programs to support adoption of electric vehicles in lower-income communities. We also supported clean buildings legislation that requires new, large buildings to include capacity for electric vehicle charging. In addition, a bill passed that supports utilities in creating transportation electrification plans.

We are working towards a green transportation system that works for all.
—State Sen. Rebecca Saldaña

In Oregon, we secured a strong electric vehicle bill requiring that 90% of all cars sold in the state by 2035 will be EVs, easing the purchase of electric school buses, and spurring state fleet conversion to EVs.

In her comments at our 2019 annual breakfast, State Sen. Rebecca Saldaña challenged us to continue thinking big on transportation, and work towards “a green transportation system that works for all”—one that eliminates carbon emissions and serves the basic needs of all communities, while reversing the damage that fossil-fueled transportation has unleashed on our climate and our environment.
Cutting carbon pollution and investing in solutions

When large-scale polluters are free to dump dangerous fossil fuel pollutants into the air, we all pay the price. One important strategy in fighting climate change is requiring polluters to pay for their emissions—and thus to reduce them over time. In 2018, Climate Solutions helped form diverse coalitions in Washington and Oregon to pursue statewide legislation to address this problem.

Clean Energy and Healthy Communities for Washington
Washington's Initiative 1631 would have invested $1 billion in clean energy, healthy forests, and local job creation through a fee on the state's worst polluters. Climate Solutions collaborated with a broad range of partners to create a proposal which ultimately won the backing of more than 400 organizations. This unprecedented coalition gathered signatures across Washington to qualify for the November ballot, then conducted major fundraising, voter contact, and media outreach through the Yes on 1631 campaign. Unfortunately, a few incredibly well-funded multinational oil companies defeated the people's initiative, spending more than $31 million to mislead voters and stop us from creating a precedent for state-level climate leadership. Nevertheless, the coalition backing I-1631 emerged from the loss ready to keep building a strong movement for climate action.

Clean Energy Jobs for Oregon
As part of the Renew Oregon coalition, Climate Solutions worked in 2018 to build momentum for another groundbreaking proposal. As envisioned, the Clean Energy Jobs bill would advance Oregon's transition to clean energy by capping the largest sources of emissions, investing in clean energy solutions across the state, and supporting the
communities most affected by climate change. Years of work on this proposal came to a head in 2019, when climate advocates worked with Governor Kate Brown and legislators to advance the bill. Supporters came within a single vote of achieving legislative victory, before Senate Republicans effectively killed the measure by staging a dramatic nine-day walkout which ran down the legislative clock; Democratic leaders then capitulated without holding a final vote. Climate Solutions and our coalition partners are not giving up and will continue pushing for bold climate action.

**Portland Clean Energy Initiative**

In Oregon, we also supported the Portland Clean Energy Initiative, approved by voters last November, which supports clean energy investments benefiting communities of color and low-income communities. The resulting fund is an important step on the path to achieving 100% clean energy in Portland.

In 2018, the Power Past Coal and Stand Up to Oil campaigns continued to succeed at resisting fossil fuel industry plans to use the Pacific Northwest to expand transport capacity of fossil fuels to global markets. Thanks to unprecedented levels of public participation and advocacy, alongside savvy policy making and righteous legal work, a string of bad fossil fuel proposals were withdrawn—and local efforts to block new fossil fuel infrastructure have gained traction. In January 2018, Washington Governor Jay Inslee rejected permits for what would have been the largest oil-by-rail facility in the United States. The decision, citing unacceptable risks to public health and safety, was a major victory for our region. In summer 2019, the Washington Court of Appeals upheld an earlier Department of Natural Resources decision preventing construction of a major coal export terminal in Longview, WA.
Local climate progress

We’ve been proud to support a growing list of Northwest city and county governments who are making commitments to a clean energy transition. In 2018, Climate Solutions worked with several cities, including Spokane and Tacoma, to develop clean energy commitments that can serve as models for other jurisdictions to adopt and adapt. We cheered in summer 2018 as Bellingham, WA adopted a 100% clean energy resolution, followed two months later by Spokane, WA setting its own 100% clean goals. Helping to create model policies also formed the basis of further cooperative work with cities like Tacoma; in October 2018, Tacoma went further than any other city in Washington to commit to comprehensive climate policy action on a large scale.

Climate Solutions has collaborated with numerous local elected officials keen on developing regional climate leadership. In February 2019, we helped organize the Washington Clean Energy Climate Leaders network for city leaders to share strategies and lessons. We have also continued to support Oregon city leaders through the growing Oregon Climate Cities network. These networks are helping amplify the voices of local clean energy leaders across the region, and supporting their efforts to transition their communities to a clean energy future.
100% Clean for PNW

100% clean energy is closer than you think! That's the essential message behind 100% Clean for PNW, a brand and platform Climate Solutions launched in 2018 in collaboration with organizational partners including Audubon Washington and Purpose. Our collective goal is to use a strong, positive brand to align Northwest communities behind the goal of achieving a rapid and just transition to 100% clean energy. We launched a new web platform (www.100forpnw.org) and social media channels.

With a growing list of individual supporters and groups pledging to help move the region forward, the 100% Clean campaign supported legislative clean energy goals in Washington, city-level clean energy action throughout the region, and other community-focused efforts. With short explainer videos on the theme “100% Clean is 100% Possible” and “Clean electricity is only the beginning,” along with other engaging online communications, we worked to bridge the confidence gap held by many who are concerned about global warming, but not yet engaged in action to make the Northwest the first region to be powered by a 100% clean economy.
Cleaning up the grid

Several years ago, we set our sights on transforming our electrical grid to be powered by 100% clean energy. In 2018, Climate Solutions invested in deep organizing among local communities around the need for this transition. In East King County, WA communities including Kirkland and Mercer Island, we advocated for city elected officials to adopt strong climate action plans. Our partners in Audubon Washington did similar organizing in South King County. In Tacoma, Climate Solutions began cultivating partnerships with local grassroots organizations including Fuse Washington and Citizens for a Healthy Bay. This work built support for local grassroots climate efforts while building a constituency for state-level action.

At the same time, we began laying groundwork in Washington for a statewide commitment to 100% clean electricity. With a number of organizational partners including the electrical workers union, we backed a bill, HB2995, which would weaken our state off polluting fossil fuels as an electricity source. Unfortunately, opposition from a number of regional utility companies halted that bill’s progress in 2018’s short legislative session. After that loss, Climate Solutions went back to work. In the fall of that year, we commissioned new research, Within Reach: The Path to 100% Fossil-Free Electricity in the Pacific Northwest, making the case for an affordable, timely, and reliable transition to 100% clean energy by phasing out coal and gas and investing in renewable energy, energy storage, and energy efficiency.

We and our partners returned to the Washington Legislature in 2019 with a refined proposal—and a statewide groundswell of community support, including environmental organizations, social justice advocates and the State Labor Council. The passage of 100% Clean Electricity, arguably the strongest such law in the country, made 2019 the most accomplished legislative session on climate change and clean energy in Washington history. The state is now fully committed to 100% carbon reduction for electricity and a fossil-free grid by 2045. The policy also offers a significant expansion of low-income energy assistance and requires our
More legislative progress

**Washington**

During Washington’s 2018 legislative session, we helped secure new funding for clean energy, transportation electrification, efficiency, renewables, and grid modernization. Those wins set the stage for 2019, which will be remembered as Washington’s most productive legislative session ever on climate and clean energy. In addition to the historic passage of 100% clean electricity, legislators adopted a Clean Buildings package which will create significant carbon reductions and increase energy efficiency in existing commercial buildings, and invest in electric vehicle charging infrastructure in new large buildings.

We supported our partners in the Front and Centered coalition to pass the Healthy Communities for All (HEAL) Act, which will create a task force to make recommendations about health disparities affecting Washington communities worst-affected by pollution.

**Oregon**

In 2019, we achieved several important legislative wins to advance Oregon’s transition off fossil fuels. We also supported passage of new solar incentives, expanding renewable gas, banning fracking and oil drilling, and strengthening oil train safety regulations.
1. KC Golden.
2. Young people at Climate Solutions’ annual breakfast.
4. Climate scientist Sarah Myers (center) and friends at CS breakfast.
8. Climate Solutions board members Ingrid Fish and Camille Elmore-Trumnel, with Oregon Director Meredith Cornthwaite.
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12. Kara Harvin (Climate Solutions).
13. Young people at Climate Solutions breakfast.
15. Climate Solutions board member Nikh Bajale (right) with friend.
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19. Camilla Thomdskei (Our Climate) and other climate activists recognize Big Oil’s spending against H-631 with our “Special Interest Gusher Award,” Washington, DC, Oct. 2018.
20. Eileen V. Quigley (Clean Energy Transition) flanked by Climate Solutions board members Daniel Weiss and Marc Daunier.
21. Climate Solutions board member Ahsh-Award and polar bear.
22. Jackie Verby (Deputy Health Policy Advisor, Office of Gov. Kate Brown) and Maja Gross (Climate Solutions) at Climate Solutions dinner.
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*As of summer 2019
Climate Solutions’ board and staff would like to express our deep gratitude for the continued commitment and support from the following individuals, foundations, corporations, and organizations whose gifts given between January 1 and December 31, 2018 made our work possible.

Our Giving Circles
Members of our Giving Circles and the 350 Club receive special communications and invitations to exclusive events. More information on our Giving Circles and donating can be found at climatesolutions.org/donate
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Thanks, KC!

Our Senior Advisor and longtime thought leader KC Golden retired at the end of 2018. His absence leaves a gap we are working hard to fill, but we know he remains very active in the movement for climate action, including his leadership as board chair of 350. As Bill McKibben wrote on the occasion of KC’s transition: “If any one person ever embodied the climate fight in all its aspects, it’s KC; a man who met the challenge of his moment.”
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WA State Representative Nicole Macri with WA State Senator Mona Das
Climate Legacy Circle

At Climate Solutions, we are committed to accelerating clean energy solutions to the climate crisis. The struggle may be a long one, but we have a responsibility to leave a legacy of a stable climate and a livable planet for future generations.

When you include Climate Solutions in your will or other estate plans, you become a part of that legacy. You are investing in the long-term success of our region’s response to the climate crisis. The steps we take here in our corner of the country will elevate what’s possible to change the world.

Our Climate Legacy Circle recognizes the climate heroes that are making a long-term investment in a livable future, and honors their lasting generosity which will benefit generations to come.

If you’ve already included Climate Solutions in your legacy plans—or if you’d like to join our Climate Legacy Circle—we’d love to hear from you. Please contact Savitha Reddy Pathi, Deputy Director, at 206-454-7892 or savitha@climatesolutions.org. Thank you!
WA State Rep. Beth Doglio with Kate White Tudor, April 2019
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Elizabeth Leavitt
Ken Lederman & Meredith
Dorrance
Scott Lee
Dick & Dianne Lee
Jenny Lee
John Lee
Adam Lemcio
Sue Lenander
Jason Leung
Deborah Lev
Shelley Levin
Greg Lewis
Meghan Lewis
Karen Lezon
James Little
Teena Littleton
Ann Littlewood
Lach Litwer & Alexia Kelly
Rogier Liu
Rachel Lodge
Naomi Logan
Carolyn Long
Matthew Love
Renee Loveland
Margaux Lovell
George Lowe
Marco Lowe
Patricia Lowe
David Lowenstein & Kathlene
Collins Charitable Fund
Eleazar Loyo
Lumen LLC
Kathleen Lumiere
Jess Lundie
Dayna Lurie
Kristin Lynett & Darby Veeck
Alex Mabery
John MacArthur
Catherine Macdonald
Kate Macfarlane
Mark MacIntyre
Nicole Macri
Macy's
Alisyn Maggiora
Robert Mahon
Daniel Malarkey
Anand Maliakal
Fred Malley
Kathy Malley
Aaron Malone
Tyler Malstrom & Leslie Egan
Jenna Mandell-Rice
Mike Mall
Lorena Marcianete
Chris Marks
Pam Marsh
Duncan Marsh
Andrea Martin
Heather Marx
Joel Masselink
James Mast
Eri Mathieu
Sheri Matteo & Chris Smith
Tim Mayorov
Mo McBroom
Emma McCabe
Mike & Kathy McCormick
Lisa McCrummen
Ashley McCulley
Marina McDonagh
McDonald's
Joshua McEwen
Dan McFarling
Mike McGill
Morgan McGinn
Maureen McGregor
Brien McHugh
Craig McLaughlin & Karen
Janowitz
Ryan McMackin
Catherine McMullin
James McRoberts
Colleen McShane
Gabriela McTyier
Kerry Meade
Jeffrey Medinger
Ryan Mello
Debbie Mesashe
David Mendoza
Tye Menser
Stephen Menting
Mike Mercer
Mina Mercer
Frances Merenda
Joseph Merenda
Sam Merrill
Merrill Lynch
Metropolitan Democratic Club
of Seattle
Aaron Meyer
Marlene Meyer
Bonnie Meyer
Julia Michalak
Alex Michalke
Desiree & Joe Michiels
Julie Mihalison
Sarajane Milder
Laurie Miller
Tom Miller
Hayden Miller
Elizabeth Mills
Victor & Melissa Minjares
Mary Moerlins
Tina Montgomery
Rahika Moolgavkar
Cary Moon & Mark Reddington
Olivia Moore
Robert Morey
Arvia Morris & Peter Clitherow
Rashad Morris
Jennifer Morris
Amanda Mortlock
Peter Moulton
Alan & Jane Mountjoy-Venning
Amy Mower
AJ Mullen
Pamela Mullens
Multnomah County
Shannon Murphy
Kirk Myers
Sarah Myhr
Kyle Mylius
Aki Namioka
Sri Harsha Nandyala
Tina Narron
Nakisha Nathan
Naveira
Shelby Neal
Tese Neighbor
Sara Nelson
Ron Nelson
Carol Nelson
Marlon Nelson
Chris Nelson
Alan Ness
Tracy Newman & Michael
Cockrill
Amy Neymeyr
Irene Ng
Brenda & Ken Ng
Toby Nichols
Nora Nickum
David Nightingale
Nike, Inc
Darcy Nonemacher
Patricia Noonan
Nori
Christi Norman
Northwest Partners LLC
The Northwest School
Jon Noski
NWP Consulting
Julie & Mike O'Brien
Keegan O'Connor

Kelly Hall (Climate Solutions)
and Amy Wheless (NW Energy Coalition)
Mary O’Farrell
R. Court Olson
Kim & Scott Olson
Hugh O’Neill
BJ Ong
Jason Oppler
Opsis Architecture
Don Orange
Oregon Business for Climate
Christopher Orem
Linda Orgel & RD Grunbaum
Adam Owen
The Pace Family
Jamie & Randy Painter
John & Yvonne Palka
State Senator Guy Palumbo
Michael Paoli
Marcy Pareira
Neelhi Parikh
Alex Park
Vawter Parker
Sara Parker
Leah Y Parks & Ioannis Schoinas
Adina Parsley
Parta Oregon, Inc.
Elizabeth & Vijay Paruchuri
Roxy Pascua-Ibarra
Charles Passmore
Kathleen Patton & Richard Green
Sara Patton
Karl & Mary Lou Pauly

James Reddick
Miranda Redinger
Brad Reed
Spencer Reeder
Sally & Tom Reeve
Sarah Reyneveld
Scott Rhodes
G. Scott Richards, LLC
Morgan Rider
Jose Riesco
Braided River
RNI Strategies
Meaghan Robbins
Wendy Roberts
Joëlle Robinson
Bruce Robinson
Carolyn Rodenberg
Bermadette Rodgers
Katelyn Roedner
Paul Roeter
Kirsten Rogers
Christine Rolpes
Janna Rolland
Sue Rooney
Amanda Root
Alan Rose
Elaine Rose
Howard Rosenfeld & Heather McPherson
Ben Rousseau
David & Hazel Russell
Katie Ruthenberg
RWDI
Robert Sack
Graeme Sackrison
Susan & Bruce Saffery
Jacob & Lorene Saldaña
Jesse Salomon
Jorge Canela Samaniego
Sargent & Harris
Rebecca Sayre
Barb & Dan Scaveze
Cyndi Schaeffer
Laura Schleyer
Kari Schlosshauer
Phillip Schmidt-Pathmann
Melodie Schneider
Gary Schneider
James Schommer
Sheri & Dick Schouten
Deidre Schuetz
Reed Schuler

Michael Schultz
Seattle Public Utilities
Shannon Sedgwick
Hilary Seidel
Amy Seiders
Cheryl Selby
Zachary Semke
Laura Semple
Sarah Servin
Sanjeev Shah
Mary & Howard Sharfstein
Suchi Sharma
Katharina Sharpe
Rachel Shaver
Jeanette Shaw
Kristen Sheeran & Robin Hahnel
Carrie Shelton
Christy & David Shelton
Caroline Sherman
Bill Sherman
Ron & Dejaah Sherman-Peterson
Nick Sherrill
Diane Shisk
Kevin Shively
Mimi Shou
Ben Silesky
Silliker + Partners
Arielle Simmons
Christian Sindersman
Manpreet Singh
Toby Sinton
Skanska
Laura Skelton
Lourdes & Raven Skydancer
Greg Slatter
Megan Smith
Adam & Catherine Smith
Clayton Smith
Steven Smith
Andrew Smith
Smith & Lowney
Tina Snyder
Amy Solomon
Fran Solomon
Amy Sommers
South Sound Solar
Patti Southard
Bruce Speight
Julia Spence
Jeff Spring
Venkatesh Srinivas
Janet St Clair
Leslie Stanton
Alex Stavrides
Mike Steen
Jennifer Stein
Peter Steinbrueck
Charlie Stephens
Christine Stepherson
Mike Stevens
Rachel Stewart
Deborah Stewart
Matthew Stidham
Kara Stone
Dan Stonington
Harriet Strasberg & Steve Hodes
Dan Streiffert
Stephen Streufert & Lisa Foisy
Donna Stringer
Mary Sue Wilson & Crayne Horton
Marygail Sullivan
Sustainable Business Consulting
Beth & Pete Sutch
Eric Swanson
Koala Swanson
Ray Szylko
Tableau Software
James Talley
Gael Tarleton
Talya Tavor
Dan Thanh Bui
Steve Tharinger
Katherine Thompson
Kate Thompson
Jennifer Thomsen
Eric Thornburg
Thunderbolt Clean Energy, LLC
Thane Tensen
T-Mobile
Nana Tocchini
Total Quality Logistics
Jason Trager
Tri Tran
Bing Tso & Janet Gwilym
Pamela Tufts
Jon Tunheim
Jonathan & Pamela Turlove
Unico Properties
Unify Consulting
Union of Concerned Scientists
USI
Jaimes Valdez
Javier Valdez
Patrick & Debbie Van Der Hyde
Pinky Vargas
Kevin Varner
Elena Velkov
Lisa Verner
Gwen Vernon
Kristina Vicory & Richard McKenzie III
ViewPoint Coaching & Consulting
Lauri Vigle
Alma Villegas
John Voldal
Savoneun Vun
Rob Wagner
Brian Wagner
Jody Waits
Cynthia Walker & Larry Seale
Lorraine Walker & Tom Craighead
Alex Wall
Sara Walsh
Jeanne Walter
Keith Ward
Dave Warren
Washington County
Stacey Waterman-Hoey & Rich Hoey
Emily & Paul Watt
Waypoint Consulting Group
Ashley Weatherspoon & Anissa Pemberton
Cynthia Weaver
Mark Webster
Wendy Weiker
Katherine Weil
Charlie Weiss
Leah Weld
Josef Wernli
Misha Werschkul
Eric Westberg
Thomas Wheatley
Jack Whisner
Pam White
Savannah White
Kathleen Whitson & Nick Wiley
Chelsea Whitten
Susan Wickwire
Leah Wieneke
Peter Wilcox & Bridget Bayer
Walter Wilde
Pam Wilder
Corey Wilke
Desiree Wilkins Finch
Dr. William & Rachel Newmann
Stephanie Williams
Dominic Williamson
Alyssa Williamson
Amy & Scott Willis
Tuck Wilson & Jan Schaeffer
Catie Wilson
Barbara Wilson
Deepika Wilson
Tim Wood
Jennifer Wood
Ken Workman
Craig Wright
Siming Xu
Caitie & Ted Yackulis
Jocelyn Yerby
Jin Yoo
Brian Young
Cameron Yourkowski
Anthony Yuchasz
Christopher Zahos
Yochanan Zakai
Michelle Zeidman & Joshua Hockett
Julie Zeller
Jaclyn Zhong
John Zilly
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects, LLP
Ellie Zotz
Trevor Zuck
Craig ZumBrunnen
PSAV Presentation Services
Shew Design
Soter Vineyards
Sound Fresh Clams & Oysters
TradePrintry
The Westin Seattle
Waterstreet Café
Willamette Valley Vineyards

MATCHING & WORKPLACE GIVING
Adobe, Inc
Airbnb
Altria
Alaska Airlines
Anthem
Apple, Inc
BECU
Benedict
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
The Boeing Company
The Brainerd Foundation
Camia Health Foundation
Cargill, Inc.
The Clorox Company
Dell
Duerksen & Associates, Inc
DocuSign
EarthShare of Washington
Expedia, Inc
Facebook
GE Foundation

IN KIND GIFTS
A to Z Wineworks
Abby’s Cookies & Cupcakes
Braided River
Chehalem Compendium, Inc
Fish Brewing Company
Hilton Portland
Hopworks Urban Brewery
Marjorie Restaurant
Microsoft
Pacific Stage
TRIBUTES
Anonymous, in honor of Daniel Dylewski
Anonymous, in honor of Elina & Marine
Michelle M Banks, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Sarah Bellamy, in memory of John & Michelle Dube
Toby Bright, in honor of Savi's birthday
Dave Brook, in honor of the Community Energy Project
Alexa Carver, in honor of Asher Porad
Carl Chew, in honor of 1948
Lisa & Jason Colton, in honor of Asher Porad
Laura Derevensky, in honor of Mary & Dan Fern
Bill Dougall & Denise Jackins, in honor of the Dougall family
(John, Lara, Kyra)
Esperanza Esteban, on behalf of my son Nikos Hasse
Edward Fleisher, in honor of Asher Porad
Kim Fuqua, in honor of Savitha Pathi's birthday
Jonathan Himschoot, in honor of Asher Porad
Aimee Joyce, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Linda K, in honor of my 3 daughters and 3 grandsons
Janet & Ken Kendall, in honor of Neala Kendall
Joyce Kilmer, in honor of Marty Theis
Joyce Kilmer, in honor of Henry II
Joyce Kilmer, in honor of Kevin Head
Karin Larson, in honor of Kimberly Larson
Anne Lednicer, in memory of Melanie Bowman
The LeVine family - Suzi, Eric, Sidney, Talia,
Vegas & Gurten, in honor of Asher Porad's Bar Mitzvah
Ethan Lo, in honor of Bill Lo
Elise Lufkin & Amos Galpin, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Thomas Mandel, in honor of Teresa Myers of Climate Solutions
Deborah Mandell & Roy Pulvers, in honor of Lisa Adatto
Madeleine Moore, in honor of Lisa Adatto
Olivia Moore, in honor of Asher Porad
Julie Nicholls, in honor of Asher Porad
The Pace Family, in honor of Asher Porad
John Palka, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Sam Pardue, in honor of Indow
Maureen Peterson, in honor of Rudy Sullivan
Maureen Peterson, in honor of Megan Sullivan's birthday
Teresa Posakony, in honor of Paul Horton
Roy Pulvers & Deborah Mandell, in honor of Lisa Adatto
Carolyn Rodenberg, in memory of Ina Snyder
Kate Roosevelt, in honor of Savitha's birthday
Russak Pliskin Family, in memory of Beatrice Russak
Linda Sahlin, in memory of Jody Buck Peterson
Laura Schleyer, in memory of Barbara Ann Kinne
Patti Southard, in honor of Elizabeth Willmott
Ellen Stearns, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Amy Theobald & Cara Beth Lee, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Drusilla van Hengel, in honor of Savitha
Alex Wall, in honor of Eric Wohlgemuth
Emily C Wright, in honor of Grace & Finn Brown
financials

sources of revenue (FY 2018)

- Individual Gifts: $2,164,220 (70.4%)
- Foundations: $658,586 (21.4%)
- Corporate & Sponsorships: $159,696 (5.2%)
- Event Registrations: $81,055 (2.6%)
- Interest & Other: $8,854 (.3%)

Total income - $3,072,411

allocation of program funds (FY 2018)

- Program Services: $2,240,103 (74.3%)
- Administration: $296,774 (9.8%)
- Fundraising: $479,927 (15.9%)

Total expenses - $3,016,804

net assets

- Change in Net Assets: $55,607
- Net Assets at the Beginning of 2018: $1,224,308
- Net Assets at the End of 2018: 1,279,915

The financial statements of Climate Solutions as of December 31, 2018 were audited by the independent certified account firm, Jones & Associates, LLC. The above are financial highlights. The audited financial statements are available on our website and by request to info@climatesolutions.org.